Rethinking Our Notions of “Asia”

Zheng He Goes Traveling—Again
By James R. Holmes
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A Usable Seafaring Past?

P

rompted by its real and growing dependence on foreign supplies of oil, natural gas,
and other commodities—supplies transported predominantly by sea—China has
turned its gaze to the seas for the first time in centuries. As it does so, leaders in Beijing are busily fashioning what the historian Henry Steele Commager would call a “usable
past” to justify an increasingly ambitious maritime strategy to China’s traditionally land-oriented populace and to ease worries such a strategy might arouse in Asian capitals. Commager
explains how early Americans, starting anew in the Western Hemisphere, went about creating
a historical narrative of their own. They crafted a heroic past, deliberately stimulating an
American nationalism to bind the new republic together. And they did so quickly. “Nothing,”
writes Commager, “is more impressive than the speed and the lavishness with which Americans provided themselves with a usable past,” which found expression in history, legends, and
heroes, not to mention cultural artifacts such as paintings and patriotic ballads.1
In order to rally the Chinese populace behind seagoing pursuits, China’s maritime-oriented leadership must work some cultural alchemy similar to that of Commager’s founding
Americans. The Chinese have regarded their nation as a purely continental power for centuries.2 Mao Zedong was famously dismissive toward the seas, exhorting the nation to continue thinking of itself in land-based terms.3 For Mao, control of the waters immediately
adjacent to Chinese shores was enough. During the Deng Xiaoping era, China’s most senior
military officer, Adm. Liu Huaqing, urged Beijing to break with its Mao-inspired tradition of
coastal defense. Liu, who commanded the People’s Liberation Army Navy (PLA Navy)
throughout much of the 1980s, espoused a more assertive “offshore active defense” strategy
designed to give China control of East Asian waterways, along with critical geographic
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nodes such as the island chains that roughly parallel China’s coastline. Ultimately, around
2050, the PLA Navy would take its station as a blue-water force on par with the US Navy,
putting to sea aircraft carriers and a full panoply of naval weaponry.45
But Adm. Liu’s pleas on behalf of sea power went mostly unrequited until the 1990s,
when rapid economic growth impressed upon China’s leadership how important secure sea
lanes were to the nation’s “peaceful rise” to economic development, and ultimately to its bid
for regional great-power status. With the appeal of communist ideology on the wane, the
Chinese regime has increasingly sought to buttress its legitimacy and appease public sentiment by promoting economic development and the physical comforts prosperity brings.
China first became a net importer of oil in 1993, and its appetite for energy has only grown
since then.5 Mindful of their nation’s resource needs, Chinese leaders will likely modify
Liu’s phased maritime strategy, turning their strategic gaze southward, along the sea lanes
that convey seaborne supplies of oil and gas—principally from the Middle East—rather than
eastward, toward competition with the US Navy in the broad Pacific.6 As they do so, they
will attempt to cultivate an affinity among the Chinese body politic for seagoing pursuits.

An Ancient Mariner Helps China Remake Its “Strategic Culture”

Dedication ceremony for the Zheng He Memorial Hall in
Jinghai Temple, Nanjing, Jiangsu province, June 28, 2005.
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And, indeed, China’s leaders have increasingly sought to rally the support of the citizenry
behind oceanic endeavors while allaying any misgivings their naval buildup might provoke
among the Asian maritime nations. In short, they have set out to incorporate a seagoing element into China’s overall culture. As Beijing shifts its gaze toward the South China
Sea and the Indian Ocean, history supplies a useful ally for its effort to construct a
usable nautical past: Zheng He, the Ming Dynasty’s “eunuch admiral,” who set sail
six centuries ago on the first of seven voyages of diplomacy, trade, and discovery,
calling at ports throughout coastal Southeast and South Asia. The expeditions served
the self-interest of Zheng’s master, the emperor Zhu Di, who allegedly feared that the
nephew he had unseated from the Dragon Throne would return from exile to seek retribution.7 Understandably, though, Chinese officials and scholars today accentuate the
diplomatic and commercial nature of Zheng’s cruises.
Hugely popular in this centenary year, both in China and throughout maritime
Asia, the ancient mariner helps Beijing reorient Chinese citizens toward the sea,
instilling in them a sense of mission. “Today we are commemorating Zheng He’s
voyages,” editorializes the People’s Daily, the official newspaper of the Chinese
Communist Party’s Central Committee, “to promote the ethos with patriotism as the
core . . . in an effort to strengthen the sense of identification with Chinese civilization and . . .
strengthen the cohesiveness and the attraction of the Chinese nation.”8 Declares Jiefangjun
Bao, the influential daily of the General Political Department of the People’s Liberation
Army:
The seas are not only wide roads towards international exchange and a treasury
of valuable strategic resources for sustainable human development, but are also
an important field in the world strategic pattern in which large powers strengthen their strategic positions and diplomatic voices. The seas have already become
“new command fields” in international competition . . . . About 600 years ago,
Zheng He led a huge fleet overseas in an effort to materialize glory and dreams
through the blue waves. Today the task of materializing the blue dream of peaceful use of the seas has been assigned to our generation by history.9
By conjuring up Zheng, moreover, Beijing can reach out to nations along the waterways
of the Ming “treasure fleet”—so named for the valuables it carried to trade with foreign peoples—once plied. In so doing, it helps calm worries about China’s naval ambitions and
remind Asian nations that China once exerted a benign, sea-based supremacy over the
region. History, then, influences China’s outlook on maritime affairs, imbuing Beijing’s
oceanic aspirations with a sense of destiny. China’s leadership connects today’s policies and
strategies directly to past enterprises, making frequent use of this political and diplomatic
instrument.
Scholarship can help Asia-watchers comprehend what Beijing is up to as it propagates
its Zheng He narrative. Scholars of international security affairs explain a nation’s strategic
choices—such as China’s decision to reorient its foreign policy seaward—partly in terms of
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its “strategic culture.” Writing in the 1970s, Jack Snyder,
who coined the term in a RAND study of Soviet attitudes
toward nuclear weapons, defined strategic culture as “the
body of attitudes and beliefs that guides and circumscribes
thought on strategic questions, influences the way strategic issues are formulated, and sets the vocabulary and perceptual parameters of strategic debate.”10 From his study
of Soviet cultural attributes, Snyder concluded that
Moscow thought far differently about nuclear deterrence
and warfighting than did Washington—with consequences
of considerable moment for US foreign policy and military strategy.
Today, those who study strategic culture fall into two
broad schools of thought. Some maintain that culture and
the mental traits to which it gives rise represent an important, even critical determinant of thought and action. Others counter that culture, far from shaping action, simply
gives dominant groups a vocabulary that resonates widely
with political and military elites and ordinary citizens.
This helps dominant groups frame strategic debates opportunistically, in their own interests. In essence they cloak
policies founded on traditional realpolitik in cultural symbols and traditions that are readily
intelligible to target audiences. Who has it right? Neither, and both. The two schools have
exaggerated their differences: culture is a mass of history and traditions that primes each of
us, including political and military leaders, to look at the world in a certain way and to act
accordingly. But at the same time, it is true that adroit leaders, themselves influenced by culture, can use history, tradition, and symbols to set the terms of contemporary debate, framing
issues to suit their purposes.11 Both traditional power considerations and ideational influences come into play.
And both dynamics manifest themselves in China’s Zheng He narrative. Strategic culture is helping sculpt the worldview of China’s communist leaders—and these leaders in turn
are consciously using the deeds of a venerated seaman to summon up support for the oceanic
ventures Beijing has in mind.

Launch of a new ship at a shipyard in Shanghai.
©2005 ImagineChina

Broadening China’s Cultural Appeal—At Home and Abroad
Zheng He, the embodiment of China’s heroic maritime past, makes an elegant ambassador
for an increasingly confident, outward-looking nation. Beijing uses Zheng’s endeavors to
convey several messages. First, Chinese leaders contend that China by its nature is a more
trustworthy steward over maritime security in Asia than any Western power—namely the
United States, which has ruled the waves in the region since World War II—could be. The
tributary system over which the Dragon Throne presided during the Ming Dynasty was in
great part the handiwork of Zheng He, who negotiated agreements under which local potentates acknowledged Chinese suzerainty in return for certain economic and diplomatic benefits. Zheng seldom used force to uphold the system, and even then only in limited fashion.
This is a common refrain in Chinese diplomacy today, and it has some basis in scholarship. Some Western observers compare the hierarchical arrangement of the Ming years
favorably to the European balance-of-power system, noting that the resort to arms was relatively rare during the era of Chinese dominance.12 In like manner, Chinese officials declare
that their nation is intent on a peaceful rise to regional eminence, or, in Beijing’s latest formula, on achieving “peaceful development.”13
Chinese officials thus use Zheng’s expeditions of commerce and discovery to portray
China as a beneficent, non-threatening power. Chinese power, they suggest, is intrinsically
self-denying, and history proves it. Declared Premier Wen Jiabao while visiting the United
States, Zheng “brought silk, tea and the Chinese culture” to foreign peoples, “but not one inch
of land was occupied.”14 Guo Chongli, China’s ambassador to Kenya, proclaimed, “Zheng
He’s fleet [was] large . . . . But his voyages were not for looting resources”—code for Western
imperialism—“but for friendship. In trade with foreign countries, he gave much more than he
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Chinese dancers perform at the launching ceremony of
Cosco Ningbo, the biggest container carrier in the world
at Ningbo Port, Zhejiang province, March 22, 2006.
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took,” fostering “understanding, friendship and trade relation[s] between
China’s Ming Dynasty and foreign countries in southeast Asia, west Asia,
and east Africa.”15 Agrees the People’s Daily, Zheng’s expeditions gave
“full expression to the Chinese spirit of ‘harmony,’” as expressed in Confucian teachings, whereas Columbus and his successors “opened up a large
group of colonies” in the Americas, “which was a typical predatory rise.”16
The message to countries wary of Beijing’s ambitions: despite
China’s mounting political, economic, and military power, it can be counted on to refrain from territorial conquest or Western-style military dominion.17 China’s strategic culture will restrain it, just as it did in the days of
the treasure fleet, so banding together to balance it is unnecessary.18 Proclaims China’s ruling State Council in a White Paper titled China’s Peaceful Development Road:
It is an inevitable choice based on China’s historical and cultural tradition that China persists unswervingly in taking the road of peaceful
development . . . . The spirit of the Chinese people has always featured their longing for peace and pursuit of harmony. Six hundred years ago, Zheng He . . . .
[reached] more than 30 countries and regions in Asia and Africa . . . . What he
took to the places he visited were tea, chinaware, silk and technology, but did not
occupy an inch of any other’s land. What he brought to the outside world was
peace and civilization . . . . Based on the present reality, China’s development has
not only benefited the 1.3 billion Chinese people, but also brought large markets
and development opportunities for countries throughout the world. China’s
development also helps to enhance the force for peace in the world19 (my emphasis).
Second, China’s leadership uses the treasure expeditions to burnish China’s credentials
as a seafaring nation, skilled in navigation, shipbuilding, and—though this usually remains
unstated, presumably to avoid creating undue alarm—naval combat. Zheng He’s cruises in
effect made China the first country to station a naval squadron in the Indian Ocean.20 The
treasure fleet was a technological wonder by the standards of the day. Compasses had been in
use since the Song Dynasty. Navigators knew how to determine latitude and follow a course
to a predetermined destination, using charts accurate enough that many of them remained in
use in the eighteenth century. And Zheng’s baochuan, or treasure ships—essentially giant
seagoing junks, some outfitted with as many as nine masts—featured technical innovations
that did not make their way into Western naval architecture until the nineteenth century.21 If
a treasure ship suffered hull damage from battle or heavy weather, for instance, the watertight bulkheads that subdivided the interior of the vessel limited the spread of flooding, helping it resist sinking.22 If battle loomed, the baochuan were equipped with incendiary
weapons, such as the catapult-thrown gunpowder “grenades” the treasure fleet used to overawe and defeat a pirate armada near Malacca, then as now a critical artery for seaborne trade
and commerce.23
And third, Zheng allows Beijing to indulge in one-upsmanship at Western expense. On a
recent trip to Europe, for example, Premier Wen reminded audiences that the Chinese explorer had “sailed abroad earlier than Christopher Columbus.”24 Chinese spokesmen routinely
contrast the size and technical sophistication of Zheng’s vessels with the relatively backward
fleets put to sea in fifteenth-century Europe.25 They also point out that China was a power in
maritime Asia first, owing to Ming seamanship. In 2003, for instance, President Hu Jintao
depicted Zheng He’s expeditions as a historical basis for the Sino-Australian relationship,
telling the Australian parliament, “Back in the 1420s, the expeditionary fleets of China’s
Ming Dynasty reached Australian shores,” bringing “Chinese culture to this land” and “contributing their proud share to Australia’s economy, society, and its thriving pluralistic culture.”26 Hu’s claim that Chinese seafarers settled in Australia during the Ming years is fanciful, but his central message is not: China’s presence and power in maritime Asia far antedate
those of Europeans.27 Such rhetoric makes an excellent focal point for Chinese nationalism.
Like many national legends—one thinks of Parson Weems’s whimsical account of
George Washington chopping down the cherry tree—Beijing’s Zheng He narrative rates soso marks as history. For one thing, the nature of the ruling regime matters, in China as else-
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where. The communist regime in Beijing cannot claim to be a direct descendant of the Ming
Dynasty, so, contrary to Chinese diplomacy, historical events make an unreliable predictor of
Chinese behavior today.28 For another, Zheng’s voyages spanned only a brief interval in
China’s long history. It would be rash to conclude from Zheng’s generally peaceful yet shortlived endeavors that China has no proclivity for military dominance today. Had the Ming
Dynasty not retreated from the seas—dismantling its formidable navy, and ultimately outlawing the construction of seagoing vessels—it might have upheld the tributary system by
force, more or less in Western fashion. Indeed, the treasure fleet occasionally did use force to
support kings loyal to the Dragon Throne. In 1411, for example, marines from the treasure
fleet intervened in an internal war in Ceylon, quelling an insurrection led by the Buddhist
chief Alakeswara and asserting Ming sovereignty over the island.29
More such episodes might have followed. This should give pause to Asian statesmen
who appraise Beijing’s Zheng He diplomacy with a critical eye. In short, China might not be
quite so unique a great power as it advertises itself to be.

An Impressive Use of Maritime History and Tradition
Despite problems with the historical niceties, Beijing has made impressive use of sparse historical resources, using tales of feats six centuries past to recast China’s strategic culture in
nautical terms and to bolster China’s cultural appeal vis-à-vis Asian coastal nations. Will this
campaign ultimately work? First consider the domestic component. While assessing Chinese
public opinion is always a difficult task, citizens have reportedly flocked to museums dedicated to Zheng He’s legacy. Maritime museums now stand in Zheng’s home city of Nanjing,
as well as elsewhere in China.30 One testament to the campaign’s effectiveness: many youthful Chinese now clamor for their government to be more assertive about the nation’s maritime legacy. Some have even beseeched Beijing to embrace Gavin Menzies’s dubious claim
that the treasure fleet reached North America decades before Columbus’s tiny flotilla did.31
This raises the intriguing prospect that public opinion may come to lead rather than lag
China’s drive for sea power.
Second, consider the wider international component. Officials in maritime Asian capitals number among Zheng’s most outspoken admirers. Indeed, perhaps the most comprehensive tribute yet to the centenary of the treasure fleet’s voyages took place in the summer of
2005, at a conference held in Singapore.32 Similarly, countries throughout the regions traveled by Zheng He—along the sea lanes that now sustain China’s economic development and
preoccupy Chinese naval strategists—have organized tributes to his works. While only time
will allow outside observers to ascertain the effectiveness of this multifaceted maritime
charm offensive, the early signs suggest that it is indeed muting worries about the intentions
of an increasingly potent, sea-power-minded China.33 Zheng He alone cannot fulfill China’s
diplomatic aspirations in the region, but he has proved a surprisingly useful arrow in Beijing’s diplomatic quiver. Enthusiasts for a robust Chinese strategic culture predicated on
seagoing pursuits increasingly populate China and maritime Asia.
Supplying a focus for Chinese strategic culture while advancing Chinese maritime strategy—that’s no mean accomplishment for a relic of the Ming Dynasty. Zheng He’s latter-day
“travels” will doubtless continue, propelled by Chinese diplomacy, officially sanctioned ceremonial occasions, and other mechanisms for cultural outreach. Beijing will persist with its
effort to reshape the nation’s strategic culture, and it may well succeed. Yet Ming history can
also alert the United States should China’s leadership depart from the benevolent purposes
and methods conveyed in its charm offensive. That is, Washington should use Beijing’s
Zheng He narrative—in particular its central claims with regard to peaceful maritime commerce and diplomacy—to help determine what kind of sea power China is becoming. Should
trouble signs appear, and assuming it wants to maintain its leading position in regional
waters, the United States may need to adjust its own policy and strategy. China’s ancient
mariner, it seems, can render good service—in both capitals. n
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